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ABSTRACT: The Gujarat Earthquake, India (26th January’ 01) brought out major
imperfections in building construction, which led to massive destruction of both life and
property. Preliminary estimates suggest damages to the extent of Rs.20875 Crores(US
$4.5 Billion) to private and public properties.

Delhi University shared its deep concern with the fate of the people in various parts of
Gujarat. It came up with project UDAI – with the aim of providing technical support for
rehabilitation and reconstruction of three quake affected villages.

This paper is an in depth study of the prevailing conditions in three villages, namely
Selari, Kalyanpar and Sangramsar in Rapar district, Gujarat as surveyed during the UDAI
project. The paper gives a brief account of the prevailing social and economic conditions
and disaster management before and after the quake.

It analysis the various aspects of reconstruction as undertaken by the villagers. It outlines
certain areas of defective reconstruction and also gives note of few innovative methods of
reconstruction used by villagers.

In the end, it summarizes the various activities of the Delhi University students for
rehabilitation and reconstruction.

1 INTRODUCTION

While India celebrated its Republic Day, a disastrous earthquake hit the Gujarat peninsula leaving
behind huge devastation, utter panic, chaos and trauma among people. The earthquake measuring 7.7
on the Richter Scale(ref. EERI), brought out major imperfections in building construction, which led
to massive destruction to both life and property.

Delhi University shared its deep concern with the fate of the people in various parts of Gujarat. It
came up with project UDAI –  with the aim of rehabilitation, reconstruction and socio economic
upliftment of people in three quake affected villages.

The groups were given three-day orientation and training before the commencement of the program.
Activities of UDAI in the field were focused on Housing, Health, Education, Employment Generation
and Trauma Counseling. Generating awareness in seismic resistant housing structures, rehabilitation
scheme and public health, recreational programs, group forming activities for the youth and children to
provide psycho-social support, etc. were amongst the main objectives of UDAI project.

The main aspect of this paper is the study of reconstruction as undertaken during the project. It gives
the scenario of reconstruction, a brief account of the agencies involved, and a detailed description of
reconstruction activities in two villages.

The paper also gives a synopsis of the various activities carried out by Delhi University students for
the rehabilitation, reconstruction and socio economic upliftment of the villagers in Gujarat(ref. UDAI
Group 6 report).
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2 ECONOMIC CONDITION AND DISASTER MANAGEMENT

The villages were economically very backward. The main occupation was farming. Most of the
villagers lacked the finances to reconstruct houses in accordance with SRH (Seismic Resistant
Housing) techniques.

The communication and disaster management facilities were also unsatisfactory. The nearest big town
was 12 kilometers from Selari where doctor and other major facilities were available. The telephone
connectivity was also less, and was limited to Selari.

The villages were susceptible to huge losses to man and property in case of any disaster.

3 RECONSTRUCTION

As detailed in the house to house survey, most of the three villages were destroyed and reconstruction
work was in progress. Most of the reconstruction was being done without seismic safety. The villagers
were resorting to old and unseismic ways of construction. The major cause attributed to this was the
extreme shortage of finances.

Most of the villagers were constructing houses with self help or the local masons. The materials and
the techniques used for reconstruction were highly prone to another disaster.

3.1 Agencies Involved

The UDAI project was launched in association with the NGO ‘GRAM SWARAJ SANGH’ which was
very active in the development in the area.

Along with this, the United Nations was also active in prospering the idea of Seismic resistant design.
A model house was constructed by United Nations at Kalyanpar, to inspire the people about seismic
safety (Photograph 1).

3.2 Scenario of Reconstruction

3.2.1 Public Buildings

The temples in the villages had withstood the earthquake. The cracks and other imperfections were
filled up using cement mortar (Photograph 2).

The school at Selari was being built as a framed structure. Use of proper grade concrete and SRH
techniques were being followed in the construction.

3.2.2 Local Housing  in Kalyanpar

Most of the boundary wall construction was being done using Rubble masonary. At very few places
was mortar used as a binder for these walls.

For the inner walls, usually mud mortar was used. Most of the construction was in stone masonary. In
some houses a combination of stone and brick masonary was observed (Photograph 3).

The roofing pattern was similar, consisting of bamboo sticks covered with clay tiles (Photograph 4).

Various defects were observed the survey. At many places, the foundation depth was inadequate, only
2 feet or even 1 foot at some places. The lack of through stones was also observed in many half built
structures (Photograph 5). The foundations at many places were being laid without a binding material.
A general lack of cement was observed all over the villages.

Some people had resorted to cheap and innovative methods of fighting earthquakes. Use of tinned
sheets as walls was an effective solution to collapsing walls (Photograph 6).
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3.2.3 Local Housing in Sangramsar

The reconstruction scenario in this village was the worst. Most of the houses were reconstructed
without any binding material in the walls. Plain bricks or left over material from the previous structure
was used to construct walls covered with tinned sheets (Photograph 7).

An innovative approach was the use of bamboo sticks coated with cow dung as walls (Photograph 8).

(ref. Saurabh at al, 2002)

4 ROLE OF UDAI VOLUNTEERS

Individual counseling was provided to villagers during the house to house survey. A presentation was
also held at the Gram Sabha at Kalyanpar to inculcate the knowledge of SRH. Posters and local
language were instrumental in prospering knowledge to the locals including the village masons who
attended the meeting (Photograph 9). Modelling was carried out for a temple to be built at Selari
village to prosper the idea of Seismic Resistant Housing. The modeling was done with the help of the
United Nations Volunteers and was done with the aim of making the most influential building in the
village as a learning point.

Various socio economic reforms were carried out during the program. Some of the activities
undertaken are briefed below.

The idea of self help group was prospered among villagers. This was done by founding the Mahila
Mandal in Selari village, which would collect money for helping its own members in future
(Photograph 10).

A cleanliness drive was undertaken in Selari village to discourage the use of plastics and to keep the
environment clean. A rally was carried out by the UDAI volunteers followed by placing dustbins
outside all the shops of Selari village.

A medical camp was organized with the help of doctors, both in Kalyanpar and Selari to treat the
villagers.

A school level cultural program was organized in the Selari village’s School to motivate the village
children into extra curricular activities. It was also an effort to lighten the stress level of villagers.

Most importantly, a ‘Kisan Vikas Shivir’ was organized with the help of United Nations Volunteers
and the Gram Swaraj Sangh to guide the farmers of the ways to increase their productivity. It was
followed by a free distribution of tree sapling to be grown all over the village (Photograph 11).

(ref. Pranab at al, 2002)

5 CONCLUSION

The reconstruction in Gujarat villages is unfit and prone to mammoth disaster in case of another
earthquake. Most of the people have developed knowledge about seismic resistant housing but they
are not using these techniques. There is a segment of people who have satisfactory finances, but carry
a myth about very expensive earthquake resistant construction. While a larger sector is very poor, and
are unable to support these methods due to acute financial crisis.

The UDAI project was a mutually beneficial program for the students and the Gujarat victims. It was
influential in the socio economic upliftment and assistance in rehabilitation of the villagers.
Simultaneously, it gave the students an inhand experience of earthquake aftermaths and an indepth
view into seismic resistant construction.
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PHOTOGRAPHS :

PHOTOGRAPH 1: Model house build by United Nations to prosper the idea of SRH

PHOTOGRAPH 2 : Cracks being repaired using cement mortar for public buildings
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PHOTOGRAPH 3 : Combination of Stone and Brick Masonary

PHOTOGRAPH 4 : Use of Bamboo sticks and clay tiles on roofs.

PHOTOGRAPH 5 : Lack of through stones in walls and foundations.
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PHOTOGRAPH 6 : Use of tinned sheets as walls.

PHOTOGRAPH 7 : Reconstruction at Sangramsar.

PHOTOGRAPH  8 : Use of sticks and Cow Dung as Walls.
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PHOTOGRAPGH 9 : Presentation at Gram Sabha.

PHOTOGRAPH 10 : Cleanliness Drive.

PHOTOGRAPH 11 : Kisan Vikas Shivir.


